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Property In Obion County To
Be Reviewed For Taxation
Onieral teams °I experts are expected to be working in Ohio
Goals for the next 18 months to two years and, on the basis of
their work, all Obion Couettans are expected to be paying* f^t-
share el the tax bill in the future.
The county has contracted with the ILL. Yoh Co. a division of
DayL Zimmermann sec. of Paled*!Milk pt. to re-evaluate
Prue...1y within the county,
The Obion County Quarterly
Court approved action in July
at 1968 and the contract was
executed a year later. Fm
their services, the Yoh Co.
will receive $253,500 of which
the slate is paying 50 per cant.
However, the count/ court
tad ao choice in the matter
Sad, In fact, It was only follow-
a directive of the Tennessee
me Court which ordered
all property within the
slate be re-evaluated and be
re-aseessed on a 50 per cent
01 value by the end of 1972,
The county will raise its
evaluation to the 50 per cent
Moat in five step; with the
first step of 25 per cent being
Ulan this year.
The Yob Compare, has already
Iletielle its work and has obtain-
ed the names and addresses of
all hied or. within Ohio
C. It has also microfilm-
Ilia deem ia the court house
Mit hee gine back to its of-
ta Ifisfirdlla to assemble
6111 harthaihse.
Meantime, survey team of
the Tennessee Mapping Service
is at work filling in the boundary
lines of all property on special
Mask When this is completed Toe
Co. representatives will move
to to start the re-timbal:1ot
work.
the work will establish per-
manent and accurate property
records for use as the basis of
equalizing tax assessments!1
aod to correct inequities avid
bring values up in an impar-
tial manner.
All property owners and
their tenants are asked to
co-operate by permitting rep-
resentatives of the Yoh Com-
pany to enter and make inspec-
tions of their land and buildings.
The appraisers and field en-
gineers are provided with a
letter of introduction signed by
the Tax Assessor Carlton
Crigger.
According to the Yoh Company,
the appraised value is an esti-
mate a the nth& of a property
as determined by precise ap-
praisal techniques.
All structures are appraised
by the replacement-cost method
and allowance is made for
depreciation and obsolescence.
sales and income data of Im-
proved property is also con.
sidered as a weighted factor
and as a check on market value.
The field inspection deter-
mine* the various elemeats at
the buildings and the external
dimensions. House furnish-
fags do not influence the
valuation nor does the deferring
of normal maintenance.
All values are computed in the
Toll office and property owners
will be notified of their valuation
when major sections of the
county are completed.
Land is appraised by the
sales comparison and income
analysis method. Prepertise
are cross-checked to eliminate
abnormally high or low sales
prices. In other words, one
Isolated sale does not neces-
sarily establish the market salmi
of that property. Income data,
when available, Is used te
check sales values.
According to the Yoh Cons-
• "To the extent that it Is
humanly possible all appraisals
will be fair and equitable.
You Could Lose Your Car
By Bootlegging Cigarets
'When you drive across the state line from
Fulton or Hickman, Ky., into Obion County, one
too many packages of cigarettes technically can
cost you your automobile.
11 yqu're alone in the car, you may legally
Pthinefile ellie carton of out-of-state cigarettes.
M there happens to be two adults in the car,
the law permits you to have two cartons.
other words, one carton per adult is the
ilia, says Thomas Benson, commissioner of
the state Department of Revenue.
The crackdown on the "bootlegging" of both
cigarettes and beer has been intensified during
recent months since the Tennessee State Leg-
islature tacked on an additional five cents In
slate tax on every package of cigarettes.
The temptation for Obion Countians can be
great. In Fulton, for example, you can purchase
cigarettes practically anywhere for less than
$2.50 a carton while a carton in Union City
costs you $3.65 at the very least and most of
the time even more than that.
What are the penalties for bootlegging cigaret-
tes?
First, Commissioner Benson said, state
agents will confiscate the cigarettes. Second,
they can place you under arrest and you will
be given a hearing in General Sessions Court
in Nashville where the fine can be severe.
Third, the agents can confiscate your automo-
bile.
"how, we plan to be practical in the enforce-
ment of this law," the state commissioner
explained. "We plan to have a policy meeting
of state agents in Nashville in the near future
and set up a few standards. It will not be our
Intent to harass ordinary citizens. Primarily,
we're after the big boys
' 
those hauling out-
cigaieons into the state on a large
scale.
"But ll we run up on minor violations, they
will not be overlooked," the commissioner
warned.
He added that plans for the near future
include the establishment of road blocks in
"spot checks" of traffic moving into Ten-
nessee from surrounding states, including,
In all probability, traffic from Kentucky to
Obion County. The roadblocks, he added, will
be established with the help of the Tennessee
Highway Patrol and county officials,
Joe Chadwick, former chief deputy sheriff
in Lake County, is the West Tennessee agent
for the Department of Revenue,
and Commissinner Berfkon said
that "areas in Fulton have al-
ready been under surveillance
for several weeks.
"While we plan to temper
justice with some degree of judg-
ment, I want to make it clear
that we are going to use every
legal means at our command to
enforce the law," Commissioner
Sign Levels
MT. VERNON, Ky.
A sign in a furniture store nere
really levels with prospective
customers.
The sign reads: "Good and
Bad Furniture—Mostly Bad."
Prison
Diplomas
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Kentucky's three prisons gave
119 inmates the equivalency of
high school diplomas in 1968.
Shop Today! Now In Progress!
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Benson said. The commis-
Wooer declined to ape's out
exactly what he meant by that
statement but it might be inter-
preted aa .ineaning that some-
one with one more carton in his
car than the legal limit might
escape the loss of his auto.
But the Commissioner made
It plain that even a technical
violatiou of the bootlegging law
will mean at least the confisca-
too of the illegal cigarettes and
a pitsibpolefefbaineso. of beer by
Obion Countians in Fulton Count/
for transportation back home
is not nearly as prevalent as
cigarettes because t h e dif-
ference in price is not nearly
so great. But for the record, it
is legal to transport five gal-
lons into Tennessee and no
more. Two 24-can cases of
beer in the regular 12-ounce
can comes to slightly less than
five gallons and is legal. Two
CRSO8 of the half-quart or 16-
ounce cans total slightly more
than five gallons and canuot
legally be transported into
Tennessee from another state.
"It would be ideal if people
would only realize that the tax
money collected in Tennessee
Is spent for schools and many
other worthwhile purposes,"
Commissioner Benson com-
mented. "Purchases made in
other states, on which taxes are
paid, helps schools in that
state and takes away from Ten-
nessee revenue which is badly
needed in many areas. The
bootlegging of liquor, cigaret-
tes and beer, when you look
at the practice statewide 9
making a big dent in the states
economy. This is the reasOu
why efforts to curb such prac-
tices must be stepped ep„st
Help Fulton Grow
Be A Fulton Booster
Riviera towns are
museum pieces
By GORDON M. QUARNSTROM
NICE — The French Riviera,
rest known for its beaches,
bikinis and casinos, has many
other attractions for the tourist
who gets a few miles away from
the Cote d'Azur and into the
nearby hills which are the last
outcrops of the mighty Alps.
One can drive to what must
be the sweetest town in the
world, Grasse, center of the vast
French perfume industry, which
offers tours of the plants where -
intricate processes and skilled
craftsmen transform tons of
petals into vials of rare
essences.
There are galleries and
mu:coins nestled in the hills,
including the Maeght Foun-
dation exhibit of modern art,
some pieces outlandish, some
remarkable, all intriguing.
But best of all, to this
traveler, are the hilltop towns,
which in a way are museum
pieces themselves, reminders of
past centuries when people
needed protection against in-
vaders and when a thick wall
around the crown of a hill of-
fered the best means of repell-
ing .n attack.
There are several such towns
near the Riviera. The most at-
tractive I have visited is Saint
Paul, on a location where there
were settlers in the days of
the ancient Ligurians. The area
was invaded by the Phoenicians,
the Romans and by many
others. with a measure of
security coming when new
fortifications were finished in
1574. In the Middle Ages the
town faded into obscurity, sleep-
ing in the shade of its thick
ramparts. As was the case for
most of the towns on the
Riviera, the English were the
first to become entranced by
the winding, cobblestoned
streets and the ancient buildings
behind the wall. In 1857 Miss
Eva Blessington came to Saint
Paul from Cannes and wrote
her banker father in London,
"We have discovered paradise."
Well, it isn't quite that, but it
has been home to painters, writ-
ers and other creative people in
the intervening years. The town
crowns a green hill of orange
groves, vines and olive trees.
Access is through a rounded
gate, protected by two heavy
towers. An old cannon still
guards the entrance. Old, old
houses, crowded against each
other, are set so close on either
side of the narrow street that
no car can gain entry.
There are numerous shops
which sell the ceramics, paint-
ings and sketches of the local
artists. Also offered are objects
carved from the wood of the
Olive tree. Many are exquisite.
and many are quite expensive,
too.
The villve fountain is
favorite for photographers and
painters. Even Winston
Churchill succumbed to the urge
to paint it. Nearby the local
women still do their washing
outdoors, by hand, as they have
done for centuries forgotten.
Just outside the walls is a
fine restaurant, whose name
translates into the Golden Door.
Its founder decorated the walls
with fine paintings, many by
artists now known the world
over. The widow oversees the
establishment, which has a tiny
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bar, an attractive inside dining are served, Including spicy,
room for cooler days and a unusual meat, and
delightful outdoor dining patio vegetable dishes. The selectise
All the specialties of the region of appetizers was truly ommxibil
DERBY RESTAURANT
West Parkway Phone 472-1271 Fulton, Ky.
SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK
SERVING 4 PM -12 PM
Monday Evening:
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN _ _ $1.85
(Served for two, 50c extra)
Tuesday Evening: FRIED CHICKEN LIV-
ERS, CREAM GRAVY $1.50
Salad Bowl — Choice of Potatoes
Wednesday Evening: HALF BARBECUED
CHICKEN $1.35
Assorted Salads - French Fries or Baked Potatoes
Thurs. Evening: COUNTRY HAM HOCK 90c
White Beans, Cole Slaw, Corn Cakes
Friday Evening: THE ORIGINAL DERBY
FISH FRY All you can eat $1.25
For Children The
Saturday Evening: STEAK NIGHT!
Sunday Evening: BROILED 16-oz. WHOLE
LOBSTER
THE ABOVE ARE OUR SPECIALS—
Every Night the Derby menu offers a wide
variety of American and Chinese foods
;TWIN CITY FURNITURE COMPANY 3
FULTON, KY.
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Evans Drug Co.
OC RNER 4th & KENTUCKY AV.
13
Whirlpool
DOUBLE DOOR REFR.
FREEZER
COMBINATION
995
Year Warranty on en-
Refr.. System.
Whirlpool
5 CYOLE CLOTHES
DRYER
988
Specially Designed to
care for Permanent Press
Clothes
EARLY AMERICAN SOFA BED
MODERN TABLE LAMPS
3- Pc. LIVING ROOM TABLE GROUP _ $19.95
HASSOCKS $ 4.95
Pol.E LAMPS $10.95
TREE LAMPS $10.95
SCENIC PICTURES $2.95 up
3- Pc. BED ROOM SUITE $99.95
.0. .0
 
$99.95
  $ 4.95
Whirlpool t
che•1Eirerr
,351 Its. frszu hod. k
Poulin snailisterior,
defrist Eali$116995
Whirlpool
3 CYCLE AUTOMATIC
WASHER
8813
• Water Level Control I
• 5 Water Temps
* Lint Filter
NAILGAHYDE HIDE-A-BED $149.95
9 x 12 LINOLEUM RUG $ 4.49
BUNK BEDS COMPLETE $89.95 k
(These Are Maple With Wagon Wheel Design) k
9 x 12 CARPETS — All Colors $44.95
ARMSTRONG CUSHION VINYL _ $1.98 sq. yd.
RECLINER — Heavy Vinyl Cover _ _ - _ $39-95 I
KITCHEN TOOL SETS $ 2.49 I
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS ON SALE TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
TWIN CITY FURNITURE CO.
"The (fiexai0 Store" 
Corner Of 4th & Kentucky Avenues Fulton, Ky.
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First District
FDEA members, urging the
passage of the resolution, said
much can be done by changing
of the regulations, but that the
real remedy lies in the legisla-
ture.
Delegates to the 85th session
of FDEA, held on the campus of
Murray State University, adopt-
ed the KEA overall legislative
program.
Highlights of the KEA pro-
gram adopted in May at the
organization's annual conceit-
boo, are a $6,000 salary base,
increase in the allocation for
capital outlay, more current ex-
penses per classroom units, a
professional negotiation 1 a w,
teacher retirement adjustments,
and a law that will permit re-
moval of the ceiling on school
-evenue from taxation.
Delegates last night elected of-
ficers of the FDEA. The new
president-elect, who will take
that posit on Dec. 1, is Chester
Anderson, Ballard County teach-
er. He had been vice president
of FDEA this year.
Vernon Shown, principal of
University School of Murray, is
the current president-elect, and
will become head of FDEA Dec.
1. The term of president Harper
Stackhouse, of Paducah, ends on
that day.
Mrs. Quarles, of McCracken
County, is the new vice presi-
dent of the organization.
Delegates also elected Mrs. Jo
RIB ROAST
"SUPER RIGHT" BEEF
Nell Mittendort, of McCracken
County, as the First District rep-
resentative on the KEA profes-
sional negotiations committee.
Also elected was Mrs. Hazel
Brandon of Mayfield to a place
in the KEA board of directors.
Principal speaker at the ses-
sion, which attracted about 2,000
area teachers and educators,
was Joe Cresson, columnist and
feature writer for the Louisville
Courier-Journal.
Creason said Kentuckians "are
different from any other peo-
ple" and do not change easily.
He recommended that when and
if changes are made, that they
should be in a selective manner.
He said it would be unwise to
try to make Kentuckian!, COM-
ERIN W1101.1
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form as if in a pre-cast national
mold.
"There are certain virtues to
being different," he said. He
urged preservation of Ken-
tucky's assets and traditions.
"Don't be a carbon copy of
people from other states," he
told the FDEA delegates.
The entire group of delegates
held a morning session and then
attended separate conferences
during the afternoon. The morb-
Mg program also featured musk
by the MSU band and choir,
and a welcoming address by Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, president of
the university.
FRYERS
No additional purchase required I
No limit. Nr... sold to dealers.
Fryers ut up or split 35C
3 Lb. & Down
Spare Ribs Lb  69t
Super RigAl Skinless
Lb
 6 9Weiners
) All Beef 3 Lb Pkg (0,4,,,
Hamburger lb 59C
18 Pieces,
Lb
"Bucket '0 Chicken 39t
Cap John
Fish Sticks, 10-oz. pkg39C
Groom! Be
Freshly 3 Lb. Pkg. Or Mors
ef 
6Lb0
RIB STEAK Lb.
Rod
Apples 3 L.:, 394 Beauty Beans 8-1°Cane
U.S. No. I White
Potatoes 
Honeydew's
Bibb
Lettuce
20- -.88C
 69t
Lb 39t
Aristoc”t 4Crackers 
Regular
Sato 4041
Kotex 45 Cl. Boa
Chili w/Beaas 
SIOKELY SALE
WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM STYLE
GOLDEN CORN 1701.
•
160Z. GREEN BEANS
CANS $ 00
FOR
SAVE 354
STOKELY SALE SAVE 224
29 OZ GREEN. BEANS
SHELLIE BEANS
•
29 OZ.
48 °Z" TOMATO JUICE
CANS 95,
FOR
Celts
CAMPBELLS
TOMATO 700z. $
SOUP 
CANS
ALLGOOD
SUCED
Outdated Laws
DURBAN, South Aince
- City Councillor Joe Ash
wants Mayor Trevor Warman to
unveil a monument in the for
of a backyard toilet to cone
rnemorate Durban's entailed
by-laws.
When Ash converted a large
house. bete spertessate, he pal
sided tollebbellesem tiewilaW
ticas la ea& Mit he wee WU
the heme amid weelbetirilet
to amply Me nealelleas
which Menai eatilait *Wan
for midi structures. He had le
build the extra toilet In his
hockYord.
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., OCT. 10
BY THE PIECE
BANANAS
5 FOR 39t Lb. /0
Jumbo Yellow
ONIONS
GLEEM TOOTHPASTE
in OFF
6% ()LTA'75
SECRET DEODORANT
ANTI PERWERANTi.oFF 
3-0z. 
69,
SCOPE MOUTHWASH
12 Oz. Itl. 77t
0
61 NT SIZE
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Shown To Succeed Stackhouse
FDEA Calls For Changes In
State Textbook Legislation
By BILL POWELL
Ses-Deemerat aeries Eater
MURRAY, Ky., • -The
First District Education ASSOCia-
dts today went a step beyond
the KEA's legislative program
for 1970 and recommended re-
vamping of the Kentucky ele-
mentary school text book laws.
The FDEA took the action in
a brief resolution adopted by its
delegates.
Advocates of the revamping
said that the puma "laws re-
strict lenovadve programs" in
the elementary scale. They
said the papas' wield be chan-
seled through KEA, which will
be gaited to make it a part of
the legislative package that will
go to the General Assembly
next January.
Members of the FDEA sup-
porting the resolution said laws
governing the distribution of
textbook funds force all schools
to buy their own "innovative
material." This, they said,
works a hardship on small and
poor school systems and rules
out the adoption of many pro-
gressive programs.
One example cited was the
ITA readies program-a phon-
ics based system-which is popu- superintendent, is a member of
lar among schools that can at- the commtitee representing the
District pTA Has
42nd Annual Meeting
The First District of Kentucky
Cagrithe et Parents and Teach- ,
tal don-held its Cad an-
▪ fall minfetence at Central
Scheel in Ppiducah, with Mrs.
Harold Aista, Central PTA
president, as hostels.
An atecotive board meeting
was held before -the call to or-
der at 10 o'clock by the First
District president, Mrs. E. M.
Fuller .21 Paducah. The devo-
tional was given by Mrs. Perry
N. Smith, first vice president,
of Mayfield. The welcome ad-
dress was given by Joe Oart,
principal of Central Elementary
School. Mrs. Perry Norsworthy,
second vice president, gave .the
response on behalf of the guest.
Mrs. Nicene Wilson presented
the sixth grade chorus singing
two numbers, "Waters Ripple
and Flow" lied "'This Train."
Mrs. Alston introduced the pages
for the conference, Mrs. Julius
Tyler, Mn, Nicholas Hicks and
Mrs. Laverne Willman.
Mrs. Fuller introduced the o•-
Beers, chairmen, visitors and
rests, Mrs. Clols Copeland,
treasurer and Mrs. John Travis,
secretary, gave reports and re
ported e total 01 116 .ftesidier
.O1 b. George Spoonamore Jr.
Of Stanford, state PTA presi-
dent, spoke on "PTA °Inures."
She said one of the basic con-
rrne a( the PTA is the welfare
te of children. There are four -top
concerns: 
1* 
Children in trouble;
2. Health of our children; • 3
Smoking and health among the
teenagers; 4. Financing public may be reflected la interest
education. One of the answers rates Be goveremente will
for the children in trouble is to Moo to MY ibelepotaies bolds
lo something for the child in- are lassaa improve.
stead of to the child and urge To be a ..bas, num.. cow*
all PTA members to become in- or city, there are five 
valved with the chit d. Mrs. meas.
Spoonamore also said that many The first is teat county pope-
schools are organizing PTA in kitlesos .s not exerted • 50,000 per-
that 
t, 
The Sicced is that his comely
must have no outsteading
bonds. This, in essence,
memo eat a ear* is issuing
bolds to meet present bills.
Me third requirement is
that a county have no refund-
ing beads outstanding. Refund-
* bonds are those issued
when scheduled payments have
been missed cm regular notes.
Mr. Oarrison, in simpUyiee
the rule. Espleinen that it was
Ithe borrowing frka one beak
to pay an overdue note at
soother.
The fourth condition is Bats
county or city niust ham a per
asp& debt of lees thee $100
*Gars. This means that Be
Islet debt divided among the
pa/dials* does riot armed
$10e per peresei
The Weal regetrwseet Is theta
goverweeet most ham a debt
reale et lees limn 20 per met.
Ws melee that Be total debt
meet be more thes $O per
met of the caleation of the
property within the count/ nr
Union C117' has a debt ratio
of only 1466 per met. In com-
parison, Paris has a ratio of
and teachers can talk over and
Iron out situations together.
Miss Frances Smith and Jane
Hart spoke on the CEH National
and state three-year project
"Where Is The Voice To Be
Heard." Mrs. Smith is the dime-
tor of state mental health retar-
dation services. Mn. Hart is
the director of educational ma-
terials, section of Kentucky De-
partment of Mental Health.
Lunch was served at noon
with the hivocatioe given by
Mrs. Frank Kbib Jr. of May-,
'field, past president of Mr*
District. Mrs. Fuller presented
awards to each local unit and
Mrs. Perry Norsworthy gave the
report of the auditing commit-
tee. The reports at the creden-
tials committee and the cour-
tesy committee weed gine by
Mrs. Clovis Copeland and Mrs.
John Patrick,
ford it. Schools not able to buy
the special material simply can-
not put the program into effect,
said an advocate of the law
changes.
The Department of Education
already is moving to remedy
the textbook restrictions in its
own regulations. Kentucky Su-
perintendent of Public Instruc-
tion Wendell Butler has appoint-
ed an advisory committee tc
study the textbook rules of his
department.
Mrs. Edna Earl Quarles. as-
sistant McCracken County school
Comities Agree
Not To Purchase
Value Machines
Officiate, of 10 West Ten-
Dernier counties which do not
have voting machines have
agreed not to purchase
machines until the ,it.. forces
them tr.
Tipton County Judge Henry
Vaughan, chairman of the West
Tennessee County Judges As-
sociation, said Tuesday, "Our
feeling in rural counties is
that in this instance we know
more about our needs than the
state does. We would be
more receptive to purchasing
these machines if the state
would let us decide how many
we need."
Of the 19 counties u,
nesse. which still do not have
voting madam's, 10 are in the
west
--Benton, Chester, Croc-
kett, Decatur, rayette, Hay-
wood, Henderson, Lauderdale,
Tipton and Weakley.
Both UC, Obion Have
Top Credit Ratings
THUR. - FRI. - SAT.
OCTOBER 16 - 17 - II
MORE 0E10
THAN MIME
'IMPASSE"
,,y C01011
SUN.- MON. - TUE.. WED.
OCTOBER 11 - 20 • 21 - 22
rachel„
masseur am was Mt niche!'
IIll
win 
11 1111111
mecca! 
Admissions
Adults $1.25
Children Stle
bum utuue cir/ and Obleit OMNI* 00,e "blue rictoe" credit
ratings sad Union City enjoys the Most secure financial posi-
tion of any city its sise in west Tennessee. It also competes
statewide for that how.
The Tennesem Ten:eyes" Association noted last week thatjust eV and county goverment" are very staid financially and
Bat neither should have problem' obtaining funds for addition-
1i imprommeeb.
Charles Garrison, a field
masullant for the association,
said this amide' security
ilephen Boyd•Dionne Warwick • Ossie Davis
The tamings...
The desires...
The furies...
of the Old South!
NOW
Thru
Saturday
1/4 1/4
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday
Robert Walker - Dick Clark -
Diane Vend - IN-
"KILLERS THREE"
(M) IN - COLOR! (M)
Lee wells that X Dyerthatatt
is 4.5s.
The net debt of union Cl
Is $406,000 as compared with.
$106,000 at Paris and $i 4fie
BOO at Dyersburg.
The per capita debt rate
lor Union Clio, Is $44.44 chili
that of Paris dips to $10:611
and Dyersbures rate is $57.10.
On the surface, Paris sp.
pears to be more financially solid
than union city but Mr. Garet:.
son went on to explain that the
net debt and actual debt were
two different and often decep-
tive figures. The nel oets
usually must be paid for out us
B. property tax or, occasion.
ally, from local sales tat
Income or a special share of
state aid.
The actual debt consists .11
hoes debts for which the car
is rusponsible. It includes Off
net debt and also obligati,*
for which plans of payment egg
scheduled.
This would include debts iE
are to be paid from such collie:
none as city utility bi$4
Privilege licenses and laden.
trial building rent.
It Is within this scope met
the superior position of Unum
CRY is apparent. The Whit
debt rises only $16,000, tut to
a $422,000 figure for Mime
City', while that of Paris jut...
to $1,151,000 and that of Dyers.
burg zooms upward to MI-
364,000.
Other area ...ity compari-
sons show Martin with a debt
ratio of 9.78 per cent ana a
per capita debt of $94.04,
Milan with • 13.90 per emit
debt ratio and an $42.02 ;or
capita debt, while Jackson has
• 30.34 per cent debt ratiti
and a choppier nor capita debt
of $266.96.
One of the prime .easoiss
for the outstanding Union Cite,
record is the city administra-
tion, according to Mr. Garrison.
He said that City Manager
David Frthaell is known state-
wide for his ability and effi-
ciency.
Mr. Garrison also nad words
of praise for CI' Recorder
Mildred Roberts, terming her
"one of the beat, if not the
beat in the state." He died
Miss Roberts as always
providing him and other or.
ganisatices across the state
with more than adequate infor-
mation needed to keep track
of city and county financial
conditions.
While the comity position does
not rate as high as that of the
city, the cow* also enjoys the
blue ribbon rating and ranks
well among the top counties of
the state In finances.
The total debt of the county
stands at $2,05,000 with a 9.13
per cent debt ratio and a per
capita debt of $96.16.
The average debt ratans
for counties across the state
is 13.70. Gibeoe County has
the lowest ratio at US
•••
Picking a target at 50 yards was reminiscetit of days in the infantry for the World War II veteran. With M-1 in
hand and dressed in flight suit, the Governor felt like a G.I. again on maneuvers with his troops.
JAL vw.,ikor
ipspooler 0, • -Nir ,
Inspecting a gun implacement, the Governor
found time for some G.I. humor. Aware that he
was out of uniform, he asked for a helmet. There
wasn't a spare to be found that fit.
The Governor was briefed on the
day's let .,.ties and made some
suggestions in mappinz;.
We're as Busy as at the
HOBBY HOUSE
At Union City
(Free Instruction)
Advance Decoupage Work Shop Tuesdays
Starting at 9:30
, Craft Work Shop—
s Wednesday: Basket Purses, Box Purses, Tol
Paper Art, Form-A-Film Flowers, Burlap Arts
— Lots of other Stuff.
Ceramic Work Shop—
Thursdays
Get up a group and buzz on over.
Due to limited space, advance registration is
requested.
• We have candle Making Supplies by Pourette.,
(Molds, Whip Wax, Glo Dyes, Candle Wax.)
We are the authorized dealer for GRUM.'
BACHER Art Supplies and for DEEP-FLE
products 'Molds for Plaster and Resin Casting)
THE HOBBY HOUSE
202 South First — Union City. TO1112.
PHONE 885-9133
FRANKFORT VET
JOINS TROOPS
As Commander in Chief of Kentucky's National Guard,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn took a brief tour of duty with his men
at Fort Knox. Governor Nunn is the first Kentucky gover-
nor to go into the field with his troops. A veteran of three
years in the infantry and Air Force during World War II,
the Governor is concerned about the welfare of the nation's
fighting men. Last Christmas the Governor made it possible
for every Kentucky soldier overseas to receive a Christmas
message.
"Getting into uniform again was an experience," the
Governor said upon his return to Frankfort.
FULTON, KY.
Dr. Dykes Cites
Money Needs
Chancellor Archie Dykes of
the University of Tennessee at
Martin was the guest speaker
at the regular meeting ^, the
Union City Jaycees.
Ur. Up..., mentioned as a
possible successor to retiring
Dr. Andrew Holt of the Univer-
sity of Tennessee system, told
the Jaycees of the high quality
of education at UTM but also
made known the fact that phy-
sical limitations will remain
until additional sources of reve-
nue can be found.
Dr. Dykes, in speaking to
the group, urged them to tell
others "about the quality of the
educational program at our
school." "However, no Tennes-
see university will ever mea-
sure up physically with institu-
tions in our neighboring states
with the present allocations of
finances that now exist," he
addsu.
In sfwaking about the funding
of neighboring universities and
colleges, Dr. Dykes noted that
almotst all received benefits
from a state income tax. While
the chancellor did not advocate
such for Tennessee, he did
stress the need for additional
revenue from some source.
As an example of the revenue
proceeds from the state and
federal governments, Dr. Dykes
said that gq , tent of the
new buildings at the UTM cam-
pus were paid for by the students
themselves with only CO per
cent of the funding coming from
state and national sources.
Dr. Dykes west further in
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stressing the quality of the
students at the Martin campus
and said he had daily contacts
with many students whose par-
ents were professors or QM-
clots on such campuses as UT
at Knoxville and the UT Medi-
cal Units at Memphis.
The chancellor added that the
school, which seeks to attract
top-aotch students, we. tree
from the tensions end problems
that were striking at the
foundations of other institm.
ileac
Help Fulton Grow
OPEN SEVEN
A-WEEK 7
CIGARETTES
$247
DAYS
toll
BEER
SIX PACK89,
Fulton's Only Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE
Gitimin'm Go
HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
45-51 BY-PASS PHONE 472-1821
CTOBER
LUE DAYS
Machine
Washable
ALL-PURPOSE
C ATS
Regularly Priced
At $12.99 — SPECIAL
Button,/ front . . balmacaan collar
. . . raglan sleeves. 50% Ayr& ray-
on-50% cotton fabric is machine
washable. Choice of navy, oyster,
ale and avocado. Sizes 8 to 18 and
161/2 to 241/2. 
• lag TM
NEW FABRICS FOR FALL
Start now. . . sew your own fashions
for fall . . . you'll be money ahead!
100% Polyester
DOUBLE KNITS
ii. S Yen, ineflim • • • tint 0.agey 
54 to 50 kid' whill"' lean. leaprerd Weaves
Asserted Weaves, Col- widoks.
ers, Wettish.
$39.9 $59,d9
Today's most popular fashion fabrics in an .ye-
appealing array of colors and patterns. Machine
washable . . won't bag or sag . . . never needs
Ironing.
PERMANENT PRESS
45-INCH BROADCLOTH
65% Kodel polyester-35% cotton
blend that need no ironing. White
• 
and assorted solid colon.
45" PRINTED BROADCLOTH
All cottons and cation blends ta78
stripes, checks and geometria
Easy-cons drip-dry finish 
,
Yd.
Bates "Favorites"
45" COTTON PRINTS
Excellent weight cotton in on $ 19appealing selection II of MON • 
trial patteress. Shrinkage 
d. yd.
36-inch Cotton
PILLOW CASE PRINTS
p=m11, eivemla:mallesipns in ink,
knee* soltsity cottons will. 49,
yd.
Men's Permane iit'Press
WORK SHIRTS &
WORK PANTS
50% polyester-50% cotton fabric
never needs ironing. Shirts have long
sleeves . . pants are cuffed. Choice
of dark gray, tan or green.
Men's Water Repellent
QUILTED NYLON JACKET
Zipper
Front
Style 
$795
70-denier quilted nylon shell
with knit collar and cuffs.
Warm, yet lightweight. Black
and brown. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
.8119915
Men's
COTTON
COVERALLS
Zips From
Top or Bottom
Sportsman's model
With =thin back
for comfort. Full
cut for easy on or
off. Olive wood
color. 34 to 46.
SPECIAL!
3
-Piece
LUGGAGE
SET
$1695
24
-inch tourist case,
21
-inch overnight cos*
and cosmetic cos.,..
aU three ofocos for
only $16.95. Sturdy
frame covered with
washable vinyl . . .
nckel plated locks..
Blue, melon and avo-
cado.
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Rain Delays Music
Festival, U.S.A.
A drenching rain that fell for several hours cut short thepromising Music Festival, U.S.A., at Kaintuck Territory, andforced postponement of the event's last two days to Oct. 25-26.
The festival at the frontier-town exhibit on U.S. 641 be-tween Kentucky Dam and Highway 68 was scheduled for Fri-day, Saturday and Sunday.
The first day was completed, although threat of rain anda few showers cut the crowd.
Sponsored by Kaintuck Territory in cooperation with FortLeisure, a lakeside real estate development, and Kenbar Inn,the event had been set up and provisions made for a crowd of8,030 to 10,000.
Competition in rock, pop and country music takes placefrom three stages below and slope for the crowd.
Entries were plentiful and interest high in the festival when
rain hit.
First prize in the music competition is 811,030 in cash andprizes. Cash amounts to 81,000; a lot to be provided by FortLeisure is valued at 85,000 and prizes in a "Treasure Chest"for the winner are valued at $5,000,
The two runners-up in the competition will receive lotsfrom Fort Leisure valued at $3,000 each.
Accompanying the contest will be regular operation of
Kaintuck Territory, an 1880s Fair and a craft. festival.
Full plans for the last two days of the event have not been
announced, but no changes had been reported late Saturday.
Walter Sills, operator of Kaintuck Territory, said he re-garded the promotion as a "good chance to bring tourists tothe area after the regular vacation season has ended."
The event was promoted nationally; guests Friday included
the last week's winners of the ABC "Dating Game."
Judges include many of the big names in the recording and
show business. One, Chet Adkins, noted musical performer,
will offer the winners a recording session.
11
NEW ORLEANS' OWN SHRIMP COCKTAIL
If you visit New Otiaans you
may find yourself passing up
your own favorite shrimp cock-
tail for the local favorite,
Shrimp Remoulade. This is
shrimp marinated for hours in
a fiery, reddish-gold sauce, then
served as an appetizer, tradi-
tionally on fiat plates over un-
usually wispy amounts of salad
greens.
Behind the scenes in the
city's restaurant kitchens, es-
pecially the famous older ones,
you will see an inevitable array
of large, flat pans filled with
marinating shrimp, Creole
style. One nice thing about this
tangy remoulade is that all in-
gredients are familiar, easy to
get. Nothing far-out or expen-
sive. And it will work texturiz-
ing miracles with the handiest
package of all, the can-venient
kind of shrimp. Canned shrimp
remoulade keep, and keeps.
Make it a week or more ahead,
if you wish, and keep refriger-
ated. The longer the shrimp
stand in the sauce, the firmer,
more "chewy" they seem to get.
SHRIMP REMOULADE
Scans (44 ounces each) shrimp
3 garlic doves, cut fine
34 cup horseradish mustard
2 tablespoons catsup
2 tablespoons paprika
14 teaspoon cayenne pepper
341 cup tarragon vinegar
34 cup olive oil or other salad oil
34 cap finely chopped green onions,
tops included
Drain shrimp. Crush garlic in a bowl and stir in all ingredients,except shrimp. When thoroughly blended, add the shrimp. Man.
nate in the refrigerator two hours or longer, stirring occasionally.
Serve on small portions of shredded lettuce OT other salad greens.Makes 6 to 8 servings. (Note: Canned shrimp rensmalade is per-fect make-ahead party food. Provide party picks stud assorted
crackers.)
05/R7., 
You can make hearty Chef's
Salad in minutes that will "stick
to the ribs" for hours. This
makes a fine main dish for
luncheon or supper, and with a
scrumptious hot dessert, adds
up to a really fancy meal fit for
last-minute guests who drop in.
1. Wash and crisp one large
head of iceberg lettuce, and
shred well. Add one cup of juli-
enne-cut cooked chicken, one
cup of julienne-cut cooked ton-
gue (ready-cooked meats in cans
are a convenience for this), one
cup of julienne-cut Swiss cheese.
and one tablespoon of capers.
Pour one-half cup of French
dressing over the salad, and toss
lightly to mix well. Serves six.
— NEW STORE HOURS
Beginning Sunday, October 12!
SUNDAY (south Fulton onlv) g a. m. — 8 p. In.
MON. - TUES. - WED 8 a. in. —7 p.
THUR. - FRI. - SAT. _ _ 8 a. m. —9 p.
We Reserve The Right To Limit
DOUBLE STAMPS EVERY WEDNESDAY Li BERTY4
South Fulton and
Martin, Tennessee
COFFEE
MAXWELL HOUSE
OR FOLGERS 39t
With Coupon
LB. CAN
FRYERS
 
U. 
GRADE 
I N SEP EAC E D
WHOLE LB.
27c
SALAD OT. JAR 39CDRESSINGBLUE PLATE
CORN PILRLIIDNEOCISI Styleeam 2 303 CANEAC
 H
 EsSACRAM29ENTO89
CANS
CHUCK ROASTU. S. CHOICE LB55CBAcoN
 COLU(LM.BI.A.S2L) ICED 49t
1/4 PORK 1.11 MIXEDLB.
TIE END 
 
CUT
 65
SPECIAL!
MARTIN - SENOUR
PAINTS
10% OFF
No. 260 Latex . . . $7.75
No. 511 Oil non-chalky $7.75
No. 3000 Oil Paint . . $5.25
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO
107 COMMERCIAL 472-1533
-4.01 '1"1"1- 610' 6°' `1"."' 41/"" Ill'CHICKEN PARTS "Ism" •
'
BREAST 
_ Lb. 59c I
THIGHS Lb. 59c I
!WINGS 
.........Lb. 59c
___ Lb. 29c I
CRISCO 0 'BACKS & NECKS Lb. 10c
Fresh Fresh 
i Livers lb. 89c Gizzards lb. 39c Asp. ...... ...... .... ..... ..... f.... ..... ...... -ism. ...... ............. ..... 
 
..... ..... ..... ......
IdERMILK Half
STEAK
U
 S 
CHOICE
ROUND 
LB
 88 °
..amiss. vino. .011.10- 
-4112111
Potato Chips itt Beef Liver LB
 390 RUMP ROASPI'm
LIBERTY Twin Pkgs. 10-oz. FRESH SLICED BONELESS LB.
BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP 4, „
ROAST LB. I U5
FRESH 
.
NECK BONE B
 29C
SAUSAGE 4 CANS5 oz SAUSAGE LB
 
49 ° FAT BACK LBM
DIXIE VIENNA COUNTRY STYLE NICE THICK
PET RITZ i% k FRESH PORK FRESH ..
CREAM PIEEadVic CUTLETS LB / Yvf OYSTERS"v7)119
MMus
GRADE "A"
MED.
DOZ AJ
.00mo.
GS ITISSUriniiiiii
WALDORF 
 
1
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2
A
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N
z39
e, MORTON'S 35n
8-oz.IMPIEIAESTp.G
 
71#
55 1 4.. 39c FrilitENCi slii,;;Thrs MEAT lotNERS‘r
 •pitG. 1.11-oz. PKG.
.00mo,oso,onw
SACRAMENTO FRUIT ak ak
 BIG TOP 12 oz JAR „ CALIFORNIA TOKAY
COCKTAILN:A2N3Y0 Peanut Butter JUG GRAPES LB. 15c
LAURA LYNN JUMBO
PIES BOX OF 12 390 TOWELSNEW CROPSCOT TWIN PAK 49 ....AGE LB. C
LARA LYNN SALTINE 0% 0% AUK CHUM NW la RED DELICIOUS AY i%
CRACKERS ILZ4C SALMONTALLcAN/5v APPLES 4 1BAGI3 Y
— Lrw=017—.41.7 I
— 
LIBERTY COUPON —
1 • 100 — TRADING STAMPS — 100 a
Maxwell House or Folger
SNOWDRIFT
 ALLSOVRETG E AN
 BGL E6
93-Lb. Can
Pf'CF8: 2 5BISCUITS 
p. ,4111111111, 41111110. -4111110. .01110. .asse.
OLEO
YELLOW 6 LBs i
SOLIDS
HAMS 59 t TENDER SMOKEDButt Portion LB. 69cSHANK PORTION LB.39
OIL
24-oz. Bottle
flTOO —
I
COFFEE Lb. Can 39c
I With Coupon and $5.00 purchase. Exclud-
With Coupon and $5.00 Additional pur. ing tobacco and dairy products.
chase. Excluding tobacco & dairy products. 
Void After Oct. 21, 1969 Void After Oct. 21, 1969 
I
50— TRADING STAMPS —50
With Coupon and 3 Pkgs. Of
Halloween Candy
Void After Oct. 21, 1969
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WARD
A return to writing for The Sun-Demo-
crat after an absence of 20 years has
been a rewarding and enjoyable experi-
ence, but It ends with this column. The
opportunity to become president of the
Kentucky Independent College Founda-
tion is the kind of challenge I could
not turn down.
An example of the rewarding aspect
of the experience can be illustrated by the
objectivity I attempted to follow in com-
ments about politics, office-holders and
candidates. After years in office myself,
and a full year as a candidate for gov-
ernor, with warnings to be very careful
about what I said and not offend anyone
. tin which I did not succeed), it has been
good to be in a position to write exactly
as I felt. I had nothing to sell, no per-
sonal aspirations to push, no real desire
to convince anyone of anything.
There have been those who criticized
this policy. Some Democratic friends
contended that, having been the nominee
for governor. I owed such an obligation
to the party that I should follow the party
line in what I wrote.
That's ridiculous. I have always felt
that my obligation was to the people of
Kentucky. And there's no Democratic
"party" as such in Kentucky. There
is no consistent program that is a plat-
form for a party. The same can be
said about the Republican party.
There is one aspect of politics—local,
state and national—about which I feel
strongly. It is vitally important to the
proper functioning of the Democratic
process. Failure of follow-through on
this principle has produced the wide and
dangerous "credibility gap" that exists
between the voters and the office-holders.
This is the principle that candidates
for public office should be held account-
able for the discharge of commitments
that were made to the voters during cam-
paigns.
Someone the other day asked me what
I honestly thought of the record that
Louie Nunn had established as governor.
I hold exactly the same thoughts about
him as I do about the performance of
Richard Nixon as President.
There used to be a TV show in which
panelists tried to guess which of three
contestants was the real person under
discussion. Applying that format to the
present situation in Kentucky, one is
tempted to say. "Will the real Louie
Nunn stand up?"
If you research Nunn's performance
record in the light of the kind of criti-
cisms of prior Democratic administra-
tions and campaign commitments he
Henry Ward:
Last Commentary -- A
Look At Nunn, Nixon
made, it is a very poor record.
If you forget about the campaign
speeches, his record has not been a bed
one. I don't agree with all the details
of everything he has done, but on bal-
ance his performance has not been bad.
There were people who honestly fear-
ed that Nunn was such a political reac-
tionary that he would turn Kentucky
back from the road toward progress it
had been following. There were those
who thought that his support by the op-
erators of coal mines would cause his
administration to weaken strip mining
controls. He has not been a reactionary,
and he has not weakened the strip mine
control program.
In reality, he has followed the same
course pursued by Governor Bert Combs
and Ned Breathitt, and in some instances
has gone beyond them, particularly in ex-
panding state spending. He advocated
the biggest increase in state taxes the
state has seen, has the largest budget,
and has sponsored the issuance of more
bonds to build toll roads than Combs
and Breathitt combined.
In themselves, these have not been
entirely bad things. But they represent
a complete reversal of the kind of ad-
ministration which Nunn, as a candidate,
Indicated to the voters he would bring
to Frankfort His whole campaign was
fashioned around the theme that "irs
time for a change" from the way the
Democrats had been operating state gov.
eminent.
The same comparison can be midi
of Richard Nixon. He has not beet
the kind of president his campaign ora-
tory indicated he would be. Forget the
campaign, however, and his record has
not been at all bad.
Somehow, there needs to be devel-
oped between the people and the candi-
rates an understanding and respect for
each other, so that the candidates will
not lie to the voters, and the voters will
be honest in seeking out the facts and
judging the quality of the candidates,
and the needs of government.
This is the only salvation for the re-
birth of a true democratic society.
That is a good note on which to end
this commentary.
For the first time in three years, the
New York schools opened on time. It's a
strange world when the routine becomes
unusual.
The neighborhood supermarket man-
ager says the public has a short memo-
ry, except when it g.cimes to food prices.
Henry Ward Named Head Of
State College Foundation
The selection of Henry Ward,
Sun-Democrat publisher, as
president of the Kentucky Inde-
pendent College Foundation was
anounced Saturday by William
H. Neal, chairman of the board
of trustees of the -inundation.
The appointment is effective
Wednesday. Ward's office will
be in Louisville.
He was the Democratic nomi-
nee for governor in 967, is a
former state conmiissioner of
highways and commissioner of
conservation, and was a long-
time state legislator.
The Kentucky Independent Col-
lege Foundation was organized
in 1952. Its primary purpose is
to coordinate the securing of
grants and contributions and
their distribution to the 14 non-
tax-supported colleges. of Ken-
tucky. It also provides a vehicle
by which these colleges may ex-
pand their resources, conserve
their funds and improve theft
programs.
"The foundation is pleased to
enlist Henry Ward in this pro-
gram," Neal said. "He is one of
the foremost figures in Kentucky
In governmental and civic af-
fairs, and has an ideal back-
ground in promotion and admin-
istration to give leadership to
the foundation."
The colleges which now par-
ticipate in the foundation pro-
gram are: '
Asbury College, Wilmore; Bal-
larmine- Ursuline College, Lou-
isville; Berea College, Berea;
Brescia College, Owensboro;
Campbellsville College, Camp-
bellsville; Catherine Spalding
College, Louisville; Centre Col-
lege, Danville; Cumberland Col-
lege, Williamsburg; Georgetown
College, Georgetown; Kentucky
Wesleyan College, Owensboro;
Pikeville Colleg e, Pikeville;
111°111as More College, Coving-
ton; Transylvania College, Lex-
ington, and Union College, Bar-
bourville.
"Nothing is more important
to Kentucky's future than educa-
tion, and the independent col-
leges play a vital role in that
program," Ward said. "They fill
an unique place in the field of
higher education, and give their
studentq the tvne of personal,
quality attention which is not
possible in the giant universities
of today. The importance of this
Is more than ever evidenced by
the unrest which has distuOed
many of the large institutions."
Ward was a newspaperman
here from 1928 until 1948. He be-
.
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Shop now for your Christmas toys . . in our giant
display of aisles and aisles full of all kinds of excit-
ing new toys, games, wheel goods, dolls and other
delightful things that will bring happiness on
Christmas day! This year, WESTERN AUTO has
the largest selection of toys in its history: probably
the largest in this area ... and it's all on display for
you now.
USE OUR
LAY-AWAY!
The smart way to shop is NOW, while
our selection is complete, and LAY AWAY
until CHRISTMAS EVE.
WESTERN AUTO
202 LAKE STREET FULTON PHONE 472-1779
mogimmumasimemummimmaimmensimmomnoymnimiscm mow
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came a member of the Kentucky
House of Representatives at only
rot. years of age in 1934, and
served in the House five terms.
He was majority leader in the
House for two terms. He served
in the Kentucky Senate in the
1946 and 1948 sessions.
Because he had organized a
campaign to develop a Kentucky
state park system, Ward was
named commissioner of conser-
vation in 1948 by Gov. Earle C.
Clements, and served in that/
position for eight years. It was
during this period that what is
known as the modern state park
system was developed. Ward
also was chairman of the state
park board during the adminis-
tration of Gov. Bert Combs.
Ward was an assistant to Sen.
Clements in Washington in 1958,
and in 1957 was engaged there
in private public relations work.
He served as general manager
of the Louisville Chamber of
Commerce for three years, and
was named state commissioner
of highways in 1960 by Gov.
Combs, and reappointed by Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt. He held
this position for six Veers, a rec-
ord tenure. He won the Demo-
cratic nomination for governor
in May, 1967, but lost the final
election in November to Gov.
Louie Nunn.
While serving as commission-
er of conservation, Ward was an
ex-officio member of the Ohio
River Valley Water Sanitation
Commission for eight years, and
its chairman in 1951; chairman
of the Kentucky Flood Control
Board: chairman of the Ken-
tucky Water Pollution Control
Commission: and chairman of
the Kentucky: Strip Mining Com-
mission.
He was recognized as the
'Outstanding Young Man" in
Paducah in 1933, "Outstanding
Youne Man in Kentucky" in
1942, the Kentucky Press Asso-
ciation "Man of the Year" in
1954; WHAS "Kentuckian of the
Year" in 1963; and was recipient
of the Distinguished Service
Award of the National Lime-
stone Institute in 1967.
Ward succeeds Thomas N.
Watkins, of Louisville, who suf-
fered a fatal heart attack in
Sedum:fiber.
State Welfare
Unit Meet Set
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The Kentucky Welfare Associa-
tion, including both public and
Iprivate health and welfare agen-
cies in Kentucky will hold its
57th annual conference in Lex-
ington Oct. 15-17.
More than 1,000 KWA mem-
bers are expected for the con-
ference, which will be held at
the Phoenix Hotel. Its theme
will be "untapped resources."
In a related program, the
eighth annual Kentucky Welfare
Association secretarial confer-
ence will be held at the hotel
Oct. 16 and 17.
Among the speakers will be
Brevard Crihfield, executive di-
-ector of the Council of State
;overnments, who will talk on
"influencing federal legisla-
tion."
16 Big U.S. Cities
1,000 Feet Or Higher
DENVER—Of the 50 largest
cities in the United States, Den-
ver is the highest with an avOr-
age elevation of more than 5,000
feet. Sixteen of the 50 have ele-
vationj of at least 1.000 feet
Five have high elevations of lea-
than 100 feet.
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Central City
To Get Plant
FRANKFORT, Ky.
A Lexington company says it
will locate a plant in Central
City in Muhlenberg County soon
to manufacture western jeans.
The Cowden Manufacturing
Co., said the plant will be set
up in temporary buildings until
new quarters are constructed.
William B. Cowden, executive
vice president, said plans call
for production to begin about
Dec. 1. He said the facility will
eventually double the initial 100
persons to be employed at the
outset.
Penn yrile
Parkway
Is Opened
NORTONVILLE, Ky.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has cut a
ribbon to open a 56-mile section
of Pennyrile Parkway.
The road was built at a cost
of $70 million and connects Hop-
kinsville with Henderson.
Nunn said at the dedication
that Kentucky will soon be the
"crossroad of America."
He said "we must not stand
idly by; we must plan and
never cease to build." Nunn
said Kentucky
highways and
will generate
oes a matter
of money...
BUY
IN FULTON
FINANCE
IN FULTON
INSURE
IN FULTON
Up To 36 Mon-the— C
To Pay On
still
said
more
needs more
new roads
traffic
stand bet wee
you and a car
mpare Our Rates
PER YEAR ON NEW MODELS
Get The Best Deal When You Finance
As Well As
The Best Deal When You Trade
ity National Bank
New Moth. is Installment Loan Department
ANNOUNCES A NEW DEALER TO SERVE YOU
THE WESTERN AUTO STORE, FULTON, KY.
RCA...First in Color TV!
Colonial styling
... "fiddle-free"
color tuning!
Luxury-feature Color TV.
Advanced Automatic
"Locked-in" Fine Tuning
(A.F.T.). Powerful
25,000-volt New Vista*
chassis. Solid State
components. Fabulous
color viewing pleasure I
The SCHUYLER
Model 01.621
23' alma., 295 eq. In. pectur•
SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
PURCHASE
ONLY!
$499.110
RCA is proud to announce that WESTERN AUTO is now offering you our
entire line of Home Entertainment Products. WESTERN AUTO was selected as
a dealer, due to their complete service and satisfaction to you, their customers,
as in years past you can depend on complete satisfaction with each and every
purchase. Come in today and see our omplete selection.
Big-screen RCA
Color portable—
low, low price
Compact
cabinet with
luggage-type
handle. Advanced
21,500-volt Color
chassis.
TM FAIRWAY
Model 15,487ir chap , )110 sq in mho,
Now! $359.95
RCA's lowest
priced Console
Television
Compact console
TV offers big-screen
viewing enjoyment.
Powerful chassis.
See this value buy.
The BOSWORTH
Mortal CrW155
22 deg., 282 ski in picture
$219.95 3 DAYS ONLY
SPECIAL, RCAEA R F. TH 110 NA EN S I Sd TOR BATTERIESRADIO  $4.8
WESTERN AUTO
202 LAKE ST. FULTON, KY. PHONE: 472-2774
•
age 6
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ANNOUNCES ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY BREAKTHROUGH!
Graceful Aegean Classic-- model 7030 with four
speakers for outstanding program realism, Total Auto-
matic Color, all features below, plus gliding tambour
doors to conceal screen when not in use. Also avail-
able in authentic Mediterranean, Early American,
French Provincial, and Contemporary styles. $698.50
Charming Early American—model 6944 on con-
cealed swivel casters has Total Automatic Color, all
quality Magnavox features below left, and two high
fidelity speakers. Also available in beautiful Danish
Modern, Mediterranean, and French Provincial fine
furniture styles to enhance any decor. 6650
Tasteful Contemporary—model 6922 will also
bring you a wonderful world of colorful viewing enjoy-
ment with fabulous Total Automatic Color and all
other features at right. On concealed swivel casters.
Also in Mediterranean, Early American, French or
Italian Provincial space-saving fine furniture. $598.50
'479"
Enjoy wonderful viewing from any angle-
regardless of where you sit in your room I Swivel
console model 6810 offers you 295 sq. in. vivid
color pictures and outstanding performance with
Chromatone, Quick-On, and lasting Magnavox reli-
ability. See it today—treat yourself to the pleasure.
New
AUTOMATIC TINT CONTROL
... eliminates green and purple faces. Magnavox ATC
lets you select the flesh tones most pleasing to you and keeps
them that way—in every picture, on every program, on any
channel I Set it once and forget it !
Acc
A-Tc
New and Improved
AUTOMATIC CHROMA CIRCUIT
.• . reduces variations in color intensity. Magnavox
ACC assures uniform color intensity from station to station—
no matter how often you change channels.
AFT Instant
AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING
... eliminates the need for critical picture tuning.
Magnavox AFT keeps all station signals locked-in to give you
a perfectly-tuned picture that is always precise—instantly
and automatically--on every channel, every time!
NOW . . . the first and (nib' fabulously convenient
TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR TV . . . a new and
exclusive ELECTRONIC SYSTEM which
COMBINES all the functions of the three Magnavox
innovations described below. If the Color TV brand
you're considering does not have all three, it is already
obsolete, for only Magnavox TAC reduces annoying
color variations and banishes bothersome picture
adjustments or tuning! TAC—so simple a child
can tune it perfectly!
Elegant Spanish styling—model 6986 adds two high fidelity speakers to Total Automatic
Color and the fine performance features below. On concealed swivel casters to permit easy
moving. Truly a magnificent expression of your good taste! $675
These other advanced Magnavox features also contribute to your unequaled viewing enjoyment...
New Brilliant MX500 Color Tube—gives you vivid, more natural
color pictures which are clearer and sharper, for more life-like picture
fidelity and realism. MX500 with huge 295 sq. in. screen—a combi-
nation of engineering advancements to bring you the ultimate in
viewing pleasure. Exclusive Chromatone—for thrilling depth and
dimension. Quick-On pictures and sound eliminate annoying
warm-up delay. And Magnavox 3 I.F. Stage Bonded Circuitry
Big picture console—at table model price! Why
settle for small screen viewing when you can enjoy
the life-like realism of 267 sq. in. color pictures plus
outstanding Magnavox performance. Colonial model
6414 has Chromatone plus many other quality fea-
tures. Also available in Contemporary.
Chassis sets a new standard of lasting reliability. All models shown
above and at left are also available with optional Magnavox 82-Chan-
nel Instant Automatic Remote Control for UHF and VHF. It
has more functions, and offers you more conveniences
than any other remote unit today. All this—plus the
beauty of truly fine furniture—are yours to enjoy when
you own today's most advanced Color TV—a Magnavox!
CART OPTIONAL
The ideal second set—compact model 6260 offers
such quality features as vivid 180 sq in. color pic-
tures. Chromatone, plus many more for years of
colorful viewing enjoyment. So perfect in any room
on optional fine-furniture mobile cart; also ideal on
tables, shelves or bookcases. See it today.
*299" COMPLETEWITH CART
Superb portable—model 6224 will delight you
with its brilliant-color 102 sq. in. pictures, Chrome-
tone. Quick-On, and easy-to-read Channel Indicator
Window, telescoping dipole antenna, carrying handle,
plus many other superb Magnavox performance fea-
tures. You must see it to appreciate it
Select from over 40 beautiful Magnavox Color TV models from only... *25990
WADE TELEVISION
45-518y-Pass Fulton, Kentucky
Homra Leads Fulton Past
North In Homecoming
FULTON, Ky. — Fulton
City Bulldogs won their home-
coming game in a 41-20 drubbing
of North Marshall here Friday
•iight.
Kim Homra put on quite a
show for Homecoming Queen
Connie Melton, scoring five
touchdowns for coach Larry
Shanks Bulldogs.
The senior hallback ran for
five-, 22- and 57-yard touchdowns
and caught a 26-yard pass from
Steve Ericksen for another TD.
Ericksen had a fine game
also. He ran back a punt for
61 yards to score, passed for
me conversion and ran for
another.
North Marshall scored in the
Mcond quarter on a one yard
plunge by Dennis Mallory, a
senior fullback. Chuck Cordon,
the Jets' quarterback, ran for
the conversion
The Jets tallied again in the
third quarter on a 09-yard
turn of a pass interception by
tackle Gary Hall. A run for the
two-pointer failed.
C.tirdon scored the final North
Marshall touchdown on a one-
yard keeper, with a run for the
conversion again failing.
NORTH MARSHALL 0 11-34
YULTON If I 14
Yultes—Mentra. 5 nen. Idck failed.
Tulles—tricksen. Si runt return.
kick felled.
Tunes—Hamra. 215 Yam from Erick-
men. Myers kick.
North—Mallory. I run. Cordon run
Fulton—Homra. M run. kick failed.
North---Flall. 101 return Interception,
run felled.
Pulten—Heminra. 4 run. Homo sow
from 1:71cksen.
Fultes--Meners. 57 run. Licks.
North--Corden. 1 run. pace Oiled
Bob Lemon, who pitched 20
major league victories, will
coach Kansas City Royal pitch
ers for Manager Joe Gorda°
next season.
Homecoming Queen Picks
Announced In S. Fulton
8•0.44110.1•••••00.1esemaiseo1
USED & NEW Spinet Pianos
and Organs. Authorized Bald-
win dealer. LONARDO PTANO
COMPANY Across from post
office Paris, Tennessee.
MEN WANTED
In 'This Area To Train As
—LIVESTOCK BUYER—
Learn to buy cattle, hogs,
veal and lambs at sale barns,
and direct from afrms. We pre-
fer to train men with farm or
livestock experience. For local
interview write giving age,
phone and back-ground to Na-
tional Institute of Meat Pack-
ing, Box 16053, Cleveland,
Ohio 44116.
FOR SALE: SPINET PIANO
Wanted, responsible patty to
take over low monthly pay-
ments on a spinet piano. Can
tie seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box 276, sel-
byville, Indiana.
WH310113:9043ZIffir 
' SOUTH FULTON, Tea.,
-South Fulton's Homecoming
Queen candidates, one from each
homeroom,- have been selected
and students are busy making
plans for money-making projects
and their candidates.
The homeroom collecting the
most money will have its candi-
date elected as homecoming
queen and three attendants will
be selected.
The Red Devils football squad
named • three contestants from
each homeroom, with the stu-
dents making the final selection
of the homeroom candidates.
Those elitism as Homecoming
Queen candidates are:
Freshmen—Cathy McKinney,
Ginger Fields and Cher y'
Frick's.
Sophomores — Jennifer Moss,
Mary Jane Cannon and Jane
Green.
Juniors — Julie Bard, E d I e
Maynard and Jackie Holt*.
Seniors — Amanda Newton,
Marilyn Hardy and Jane Taylor.
The Homecoming Queen will
be crowned at the South Fulton-
Sharon gene on Oct. 17.
TIP1 Trick or Treat: Doorbells will
ring on Halloween, and trick or
treaters will be out in force. Fun
is all right, but hobgoblins should
be thoughtful of others and observe
safety rules.
Funds Approved
For Migrant Students
BARDWELL, Ky. — The U.S.
Office of Education has award-
ed Kentucky it $15,933 grant to
provide instructional and supple-
mentary services to 80 migrant
children in Carlisle County.
The funds, awarded until Title
I of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary ,Education Act, represent
75 per cent of Kentucky's 19110
allotment for migrant education.
Help Fulton Grow
Be A Fulton Booster
Additional funds for 1970 will be
allocated when appropriations
for the Office of Education re-
ceive final approval.
The main concentration in the
migrant education program will
be the improvement of writing,
reading, and speaking in Eng-
lish. Two specialized reading
laboratories will be set up at Ar-
lington and Cunningham during
the regular school term to pro-
vide remedial instruction for mi-
grant children.
Health services and meals also
will be provided.
SUNLIGHLICONLIG111.
aye all dayandball the night
CLINTON I Gil FOODLINER
1 For your greater shopping convenience
IS NOW OPEN TILL
12:00 PM
MIDNITE
5- NIGHTS A WEEK_ 
MONDAYThru FRIDAY
8: AM. To 8: PM SATURDAY
Shop Now
AT YOUR
Convenience-- -
NOT OURS...
Prices In Our Ad
Now Are Good
sTuesday thru Saturdays
First Sunday School
Held In Georgia
SAVANNAH, Ga. —Christ
Episcopal Church is the home
of the first congregation organ-
ized in Georgia. On the site of
this church, John Wesley in 173$
established the world's first Son,
day school.
Xmas Parade
On Nov. 29th
The usual Christmas Parsee5
which is promised as bigger
and better this year, will be
staged through downtown Union
City on Nov. 29.
The Union City Jaycees are
the sponsors of the aasualliPirii
of Christmas *vent. John
Christian is general chairman
for the parade this year.
The parade will lake on a
different look this year roues-
wim as It will form la the
parking lot of the Reelfoot
Shopping Coster and travel
up First Street before dis-
tending in the old Kroger park-
ing area. Ilse pared* will be-
gin at 10 a.m.
There will be both Junior
and senior baud divisions
this year with trophies plan-
ned for the first three place
winners In each group.
Two float divisions w
compete In this year's parade.
Division One will be composed
of floats sponsored by non-prof-
it organisations who will be
competing for mooelaty prises
while Division Two will homed*
up of commercial asti business
floats.
As an incentive to eider,
each organisation that has a
noat into the parade will re-
calve $25 towards the cost of
the project. This Is la addition
to the regular prism that will
be awarded.
A cheerleaders division for
impostor high cheerleaders will
also be listed la the made
participants.
Closing out the parade divi-
sions will be an open division
Mat will include such things
U antique care, dune buggies,
and drill teams.
70 U.S. Women
Could Fly Airliners
WASHINGTON —Seventy
American women hold certifi-
cates qualifying them to pilot
passenger airliners, but all U.S.
airlines hire only male pilots.
In East &HWY, W01311311 have
flown scheduled airliners for
years.
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National School Lunch
Week Is Oct. 12-18
Congress has designated Oct.'
12-18 as National School Lunch
Week, recognizing the important
role this program has played in
feeding America's school chil-
dren. In 1946 Congress passed
the National School Lunch Act
"to safeguard the health and
well being of the nation's chil-
dren."
During the last school year
the program made noon meals
available daily to nearly 19.9
million chlidZeri in 76,180 schools
across the 'sagas. A total of over
3 billion meals was served.
About 15 per cent were offered
free or at reduced price to chil-
dren whose parents could not
afford the regular low price.
This joint effort of federal,
state and local governments has
become the largest single feed
service industry in the nation—
more than a billion dollar a year
operation.
This year the USDA has set a
goal of reaching 61 million;
needy children with free or re-'
duced priced lunches. This is
the estimated number of chil-
dren from low income areas
Complete Home Heating &
Air Conditioningsar
LERIOJ(
Gas Furnaces
Air Conditioners
Heat-Pumps
Electric Furnaces
All New
Gas Pack Unit
F. H. A. Approved
Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON, KY. PHONE 472-1912
HIRSCH 'Co.
BOYS' ETS
BIG CHANCE TO SAVE!
Cotton corduroys and nylon guilts
for juveniles ... attached hoods,
heavy acrylic pile lining. Corduroy
Western and Parka styles for boys
.. guilt or pile lined. Loden, I, 
SIZES: 3-7 and 8-18 sAvE
sim
REGULAR $7.99
MEN'S SUITS
— 
Just arrived for this 2-week
SPECIAL SALE! Big Selection!
— VALUES TO $313.85
LL!
NS!
INFANTS'
Slippers
OUR REG. sl 21 --
SIZES:
4-8
Cuddly plush bunny
characters, fur tri
Zipper booties.
DRESS SALE
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS ON
Girls' Quality Fashions
SIZES: 3-6X and 7-14
GREAT DRESS and JUMPER STYLES
PRINTS • PLAIDS • SOLDS
SOME ARE PERMANENT PRESS
REG.
$3.00
•
NOW
ONLY
REG.
04"PM*
•
NOW
ONLY
REG.
5350/5400
•
NOW
ONLY
1315 Broadway
South Fulloo. Tenn.
THE STORE WHERE ALWAYS SAVEI
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
.;
R41)• & 1M.
Iticluc,"4" ' '77P-1, fro• ukAdt.ons., te,7-7 t • userces...r•-•7
) Page 8
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the fulton shopper
the ken-tenn area's
number one shopping guide
Since 1965 More Advertisers Have
Used The Fulton Shopper Each Week
/ • •-•••• 1 .
Than Any Other Similar Publication
In The Area
there's a reason ---
nearly 25,000 persons
read the Milton shopper
each week
The Shopper is delivered by mail to all
homes in Fulton and Clinton  and to all
boxholders on the following routes in
the Fulton trade area:
Fulton routes 1,2,3,4,5
Crutchfield route 1
Dukedom routes 1 and 2
Water Valley routes 1 and 2
Martin route 3
Clinton routes 1 and 4
Wingo route 1
You can't get more complete cover-
age than that: it's 100 %.
And you can't get more accurate de-
livery than that: it's put right in the
mailbox.
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PRITIFIERRIMMOMPgaZ
BREAST
LIVERS
U. S. Government Inspected
PURNELL - PRIDE
South's. Finest - FRYERS
GRADE "A" WHOLE
COMPARE THE QUALITY. YOU CAN
SEE THE DIFFERENCE
—FRYER PARTS —
PORK STEAK liK b Lb. 79c
BOSTON BUTTS Lb. 69c
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 79c
1 SPARE RIBS Lb. 59c29 lb. ,RIB ROAST II. S.B"ICE Lb. 89c
U. S. CHOICE
Lb. 6 5 s GIZZARDS Lb. 39 NECKS Lb. t Lvn
Lb. 89' LEcs sermonbL. 65' WINGS Lb. 35c
TOMATO — Stokely's 20-oz.
CATSUP 3 For
SWEET — Newport 303 Size fri
PEAS 6 For )1
TOMATO - STOKELY'S 8-oz. it
SAUCE 11 Cans 88
STEELE'S — 303 Size Can
TOMATOES 5 Cans $1
PRIDE OF ILL. — 303 Size
CORN 4 For 880
COOKING — Hyde Park 48-oz.
OIL each 89c
RUG — Johnson's 24-oz. Glory save 30'
SHAMPOO $1.59
NESCAFE — 12-oz. Instant
COFFEE each $1.39
GEBHARDT'S 29-oz. Cans
TAMALES each 39c
28-oz. Throw Away Bottles
COKES each 29c
APPLE — 18-oz. Blue Plate
JELLY 4 For $1.00
CANDY — Mars Assort. Flavors
BARS 7-10c Bars 59c
RITZ—ZOO Count
NAPKINS each 29c
BUSH'S — 300 Size
CHILI BEANS 2 for 25c
LACORONA — 12-oz.
LUNCH MEAT each 39c
RIB
STEAK
LB. 89
FROZEN 6-oz. FROSTY ACRES
JUICE Orange 5 for $1.00
Garden Delight - 20-os. Green Peas. Cut Corn
MIX VEG. 3 For $1.00
MORTON TV ASSORT
DINNERS each 39c
CUT GREEN — Mary Lou 303 Size
BEANS 8 For $1
WORLD WIDE —2 1/2 Size Can
PEARS 3 Cans $1
STAR - KIST
TUNA 3 Cans $1
STOKELY'S — 29-oz. 2 1/2 Size Can
PEACHES 3 For $1
CAT —9 Lives 6-oz.
FOOD 8 For 980
TENDER COOK 4 Lb. Bag nil A
POPCORN 2 Forn
NONIP4
e
vi# si T S ST ikol
FINEST VISITABLE SWIM 3
LB. CAN
With This Coupon and
Additional $5.00 Pur-
chase. Excluding Milk
and Tobacco Products
>IRWIN YO///00411M14 )41=04 WIM/M(14111M1.04M11.04.11111.4
41111.1)4BEMATM111141411M1101111WHIMEKTOMIk$41111111BANIIIIMMIKAIIIINK/41=t•oviminvoiliMill.o4Mniv. puNili.ovill1110041111M04•104NIN110.041
If You aren't a reg-
ular E. W. JAMES
& SONS Customer
You Are Paying
TOO MUCH FOR
YOUR GROCERIES
Sweet & Juicy Texas
ORANGES 5 LB. BAG 59 TURNIPS 3u625L
$1
We Invite You To
Compare Our Prices
Before You Buy
Elsewhere.
There are two kinds
of
RIGHT
GUARD'
for two kinds
of people
DEODORANT
5-01.
Reg-Price $1.19
Sfteeetge
79c
[ 7-:fiiiroN"--1(.0.)., FRESHE. W. JAMES & SONSGood 10-16-69 Thru 10-22-69REG. SIZEDOVE SOAP _ _ _ 2 BARS 10c RED OR GOLDENCOCONUTS each 25c(With Thlz Coupon) APPLES 4 lb. bag 49c HOME GROWNSNAP BEANS - -FRESH FINE FOR ROASTINGCHESTNUTS  - - Lb. 25cLb. 49c
Reg. $1.95
Only $1.29
— ATTENTION — New Store Hours:
Monday thru Thursday 8 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Friday  8 a.m.to 8p.m
Saturday  8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sunday 9 a.m.to 7p.m.
alnk**********************************
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
EW.1 A M E 5 AN° SON
SUPER MARKET
No. 4 QUALITY STAMP MAIL-OUT
IN - DATE OCT. 13th. Thrn 18.6.
May We Redeem Yours
Reg. $1.19
Only 79c
